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Abstract
Along with the development of society, the remote control of 
mobile robot has broad prospect of application. With the continuous 
development of embedded system, the system provides excellent 
hardware platform for embedded mobile robot. With embedded 
WinCE5.0 operating system, This paper put forward a kind of 
remote control method of mobile robots. The experiments had 
proved the embedded mobile robot has low power consumption 
and strong real-time control. It also had proved the validity of 
this method.
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I. Introduction
With the robot technology developing increasingly, mobile robot 
remote control system has a broad application prospect, which has 
been widely attention. The mobile robot remote control system 
has developed so rapidly, besides, it has strong adaptability to 
environment and excellent ability to adapt, which is suitable for 
various kinds of situation ,especially those which are not suitable 
for people to enter, besides ,the execution of the tasks will be well 
done without people entering, such as the dangerous battlefield 
military patrol reconnaissance and surveillance, or unmanned area 
task including biological area task chemical area task and nuclear 
area task etc. In addition, when come to space technology, outdoor 
mobile robot can expand man’s perception and execution, and help 
to complete auxiliary exploration work for instance. At present, 
the realizing of industrial computer for remote terminal is mainly 
based on the PC and the Internet. the remote control technology 
in the fields are used in the military, medicine, aviation and so on. 
with the increasing demand of low carbon low power consumption, 
and the longer time operation requirements for mobile robot, low 
energy consumption has become a trend. the application of the 
embedded system can be a very good solution to this problem. 
The modular design with embedded systems, can easily meet 
the specific needs of specific function robot. According to the 
combination of the system design, the optimal robot low-power can 
ensure the   robot run time. In 1990’s, the embedded technology had 
got comprehensive development, including industrial production 
control, intelligent instrument, information home appliances, 
communication network and so on. In recent years, the rapid 
development of mobile phones, digital multimedia assistant PDA, 
personal digital navigation instrument, DVD player, set-top boxes 
and MP3 /  MP4 which have become the common communication 
and consumer products development direction should also thank 
to the development of embedded system. 
When it comes to the communications area, the digital technology 
is increasingly and fully replace the simulation technology. In 
the age of digital multimedia, embedded system will have better 
promising prospect .In this paper, the caterpillar mobile robot 
remote control with 32 processing chip for embedded system based 
on the core WinCE5.0, has done an excellent job in experiment, 
which proved that this method is feasible and reasonable.

II. The Hardware Systems
The robot hardware system determines the run of software system 
function, and the realization of the function which is affected. 
The caterpillar mobile robot system is made of many parts, 
including the caterpillar mobile robot mechanical structure, the 
remote handheld mobile robot and the embedded hardware system 
operating equipment.

A. Crawler Mobile Robot Mechanical Structure
This involved caterpillar mobile robot’s platform has many 
advantages ,including small volume, light weight, good flexibility, 
stable operation, flexibility characteristics and so on. This kind 
of caterpillar robot mechanical structure is mainly for caterpillar 
mobile underpan, as is shown in figure 1.The experiments show 
that, with double tracked mechanical structure, the mobile platform 
institutions can complete the task following the requirements of 
operation very well. This caterpillar mobile underpan adopts front 
drive, and then this front drive would drive the machine around. 
Inside the Caterpillar front wheel , each of them is fixed with a 
servo motor controller and a actuating motor, which is in control 
of a single track. Through the servo motor controller which is 
in charge of the motor’s swerve, rotate speed, land pause. The 
caterpillar track’s swerve, rotate speed, and pause is absolutely 
in control. The ARM7 embedded controller is installed inside 
the chassis. Through direct controller, the servo control could 
in charge of the motor controller and its operation. With high 
obstacle-climbing capability and good adaptability to environment 
in steep topography and complex environment, Caterpillar mobile 
underpan in terrain adaptability get a big advantage, which is 
equipped with high flexibility and adaptability. Caterpillar structure 
can guarantee the mobile robot’s safe and accurate function in the 
cement, sand, highway, grass, rock, snow and other environment. 
Besides,it is much easier to control ,which have both been proved 
in the remote operation exper

B. Crawler Mobile Robot and Remote Handheld Devices 
Embedded Hardware System Operation
The caterpillar mobile robot and the handheld devices both 
use 64-bit processing chip as the embedded chip, WinCE5.0 as 
the operating system, as is shown in figure 2.Holding the 4.3 
inches touch screen, the system’s maneuverability has be greatly 
increased. The wireless card that is expanded for the two embedded 
system give the robot and the controller the ability of network 
connection. 
The embedded equipment, compared with the control computer, 
is more suitable to be the control signal processor for electrical 
equipment, but with lower power consumption. 
The processing speed of 64-bit can satisfy the requirement 
of general real-time control system for modular design. The 
embedded equipment is a kind of modular design. According to 
the custom’s demand, the scale of the equipment could be changed. 
Besides, with the compact structure, functional expansion, 
flexible automation, kind of real-time and stability, small kernel, 
specificity, multitasking operating system, and certain development 
characteristics, such tools can be used in different occasions and 
specific products. of caterpillar robot mechanical structure is 
mainly for caterpillar mobile under pan, as is shown in figure 
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1.The experiments show that, with double tracked mechanical 
structure, the mobile platform institutions

III. Conclusion
Based on embedded system and WinCE5.0 operating system, the 
application of embedded system’s wireless network connection 
realized the remote controlling of mobile robot, ensured the 
software control system, guaranteed the accurate delivery between 
different equipment. The experimental results showed that through 
the application of the embedded equipment, the caterpillar mobile 
robot energy consumption decreased significantly, and could 
complete remote operation control functions perfectly. Especially, 
the net connection via TCP procedure had done an excellent work 
in receiving and sending real-time data.
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